March 2014 Reflection—Miriandra Rota channeling Merlin

March 2014 Daily Reflection with Merlin!
How to Have More Money - Now!
Well now here we are once again to have a
little chat together! Isn't that just splendid! This is your friend Merlin and I
am pleased to be speaking with you, my dears. Our topic for this little chat is
What the mystery of abundance? Or... let's get right to it, shall we? Here's
the topic you want to hear about: What's going on with my lack of money? I
always have just enough... but not more." How about that, my dears? Then
let's get right to it, shall we? After all, there's no hocus-pocus about this.
Just Truth. Here we go!
I'd like to start at the beginning a bit, so that we can all have a
framework in order to proceed... because, my dears, this isn't just talking
about how to have more money. It's really a how-to for you. How to have
more money... now. Ah! I like that title, don't you?
Here's the beginning. Now don't get discouraged by the history of all of
this. I'll get to the how-to pretty quickly. But! When you all traveled forth
from my realm -- and let's face the facts. If you are reading these words, then
you have been in my realm and studied with Merlin. This is too advanced a
chat if you hadn't. But you have... and you did journey forth from my realm -and enter into physicality.
And what did you do here? You discovered. You played. You developed
purposes. You resided within those purposes. And there, my dears - through
no fault of your own - did you begin to close the doors to your flowing
abundance in all forms... until now, when you are wanting more money, more
abundance... and can't seem to make it happen. So let's talk a little about
that decision to create a purpose and then to reside within it, shall we? Since
that's the culprit, you might say.
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Now as I said, you weren't in the wrong; more so, your desires were
filled with honor and service to the whole of humanity. Yes, that's what you
did, my dears. You went forth to assist humanity, to assist them all to be
relieved of suffering. Some of you became healers, some spiritual teachers,
some inventors, some scientists... you filled the bill, so to speak, for all of the
areas wherein humanity presented a less-than-whole vibrational frequency.
All quite honorable and well-intended.
Then you might be wondering what went wrong? Here is the slight little
fact that wasn't so very present during those times. When you went forth to
assist humanity from its multi-layered suffering, you... did what? You began
to move around physicality. You were most adept at it! Yet here is where the
illusion began. You see, in order to fix the external world and all that resided
within it, you went forth and moved around physicality. Not a crime. Of
course. Yet, what was occurring then?
You were falling asleep to the basic truth that says that all that resides
within physicality begins within the core of your creation. And you might be
wondering how you could have gone forth in that manner. And I am here to
tell you, my dears, that you did right -- so to speak in your slang vocabulary -by humanity. The consciousness would not hold this truth during those
times. You might say that you did the best that you could with what was at
hand. Yet I am telling you all of this so that you can have an understanding
of how this apparent lack began.
Your apparent lack began to be made manifest as you continued to
focus on your external world and tried many different methods and means to
manifest money, to manifest relief for you own selves. And much to your
disappointment, you were only able to go so far with all of the methods. You
couldn't manifest more. And then, the methods stopped working altogether.
Everything stopped flowing in the usual manner. What happened.
When you began to manifest by manipulating the physical world, the
external world, you began to reside in the illusion of separation from the
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whole. It was a subtle falling asleep, my dears, until one day you had
forgotten... everything. And you might be thinking that you didn't forget
everything; but the truth is that if you forgot that from the core of your being,
the Core of Creation, does flow forth all fulfillment... then you forgot
everything. Do you see?
Now let's fast forward -- another one of your delightful phrases -- to this
present moment, to this present time upon earth within physicality. The
consciousness has shifted. The frequencies that support this physicality and
all of its inhabitants are vibrating at an accelerated rate and are able to
support the incarnating of that which you forgot; the frequencies upon earth
are now able to support the truth, the Real Truth.
And you might be thinking, "Well this is all well and good, but how do I
participate with this Truth and have more money?" Yes, that's the real
question, my dears. And in order to be ready for the answer, I'd like to take
you through just a bit more within this chat, so that you can be open to
receive that for which you have been asking... and more so, so that the Truth
and the answer to your wanting can be presented to you in clear and definite
ways. Doesn't that sound marvelous? Yes, I thought you would like that.
Then let's continue.
What has been occurring in all of your lives is a most amazing
occurrence. You have been discovering more of who you are. Now that might
sound simple and a bit light, so to speak. But hear my words. In the
discovering of who you really are, you have been letting go of who you are not,
you have been letting go of olde inhibiting beliefs and ideas, and you have
been letting go of methods that no longer work. What then has occurred?
You have found yourself in the midst of what you call "being on-hold" and not
knowing which direction to journey toward or within. What was occurring?
Your entire being was processing, my dears. The portal to your own
creation -- that is, your taking form and releasing form in the moment, every
moment -- was adjusting itself to accommodate the more of who you are, now
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ready to incarnate. Perhaps you'd like to re-read that statement?
And, with the more-of-who-you-are able to fully incarnate, the Truth of
which I have been speaking is...what? It is activated within the encodings of
your being. What does that mean?
When you are more fully incarnate, you are able to reside within an
expanded consciousness, you are able to withstand the increased vibrational
frequencies that will naturally flow forth within your incarnating, and you will
be as close to your original being as you ever have been while incarnate.
Maybe you'd like to re-read that statement as well?
Within your original incarnating into physicality, you were what could
be called Divine Consciousness Incarnate. That is, you were totality of being
taking form, continually, in physicality. What does that mean? It means that
there was no separation, no slight moment, between what might become a
desire and its being made manifest before you.
Now that's the history of all of this. You can go back and re-read if
you'd like a deeper understanding. But I am here to tell you that simply by
receiving this little chat right now, you have integrated into your entire system
all that I have been saying. Why? Because what I have been saying is the
truth and is the most natural way... your most natural way of residing within
physicality. Your most natural way... being fulfilled before there is a subtle
need, a subtle wish. Before.
The next question -- and answer -- is, how can you restore your
participation within physicality to a manner of being that will bring forth your
original manner of residing? Oh you are going to love this! Here's the answer.
It's easy. I could go on and on about ideas and truths, but let's get to
the nitty-gritty, shall we? Here is a method that works. Yes, it's a method,
but it's different, my dears, than what you have experienced before. Now pay
close attention, because your mind will think that it already knows this. But
if it did, you'd wouldn't be asking about how to have more money, would you.
So don't let your mind's pre-conclusions cause you to roll your eyes -- you do
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that, you know -- and think this is just the same-old-same-old. It's older than
that. It's ancient. It's before time. Here we go.
Now this is going to be about having more money, but you can use this
method for just about anything, my dears, because the essence that flows
forth is the All and can take form as everything and anything... according to
your ability to participate in a most expanded manner. And don't worry now,
you can do that, you can participate in this way, this most expanded way.
Let's begin.
Firstly, you are going to require three friends who have plenty of money,
who are not suffering from lack, and who believe that their abundance flows
forth wither by some magic or by divine grace. Now you might think this
would be difficult, that is, difficult to find three friends in this manner. But it
isn't. You all have many friends who are living in the abundance of the
universe... they have just been a little silent about it all. Not a crime, of
course. They are not involved in bragging because there is nothing to brag
about... after all, their abundant money comes from magic or divine grace and
they know how to continue to participate within physicality to allow that
flowing to continue.
So then you are asking three friends to gather together with you. What
will they and you be doing... and why do you need those particular friends?
Here's why.
Each of these friends do not hold limiting beliefs about how to
participate with the abundance that naturally flows forth. They are of
expanded consciousness and, though at times they might have the slight
experience of a seeming lack, the lack disappears of its own accord rather
quickly.
And the reason that you want these particular three friends to
participate with you is that it is their job to sit quietly and bring their
consciousness within that flowing of abundance, holding that consciousness
and celebrating that truth... in your presence. Now you can't "get by" with
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less than three friends. I'll tell you what will occur.
As you gather together with your three living-in-financial-abundance
friends, bringing yourselves to a meditative state; and as they then bring their
consciousness on the glory of their own financial abundance and the Truth of
the All or God or Universe - whatever vocabulary they choose to use - and
reside within that glory... what occurs? Ah! Here it is at last! Your vibrational
frequencies begin to change.
You, while residing with them, are not thinking about anything. You
are not wishing for abundance. You are not trying to manifest abundance.
You are not trying to change your vibrational frequencies. You are simply
residing within your own meditative state... as close to the experience of the
All or God or Universe that you can reside within.
Now don't be concerned if your meditative state is imperfect. It can't be
perfect, so to speak, while you are experiencing lack in any form. Yet you can
reside in that detached manner, where you have set aside all concerns for
your external world, and are allowing your expanded consciousness to fill you.
Now I ask you, do you see? Because there are three beings residing
within the consciousness of their financial abundance, they prove to be the
majority, my dears. And what occurs? Their consciousness, their vibrational
frequencies begin to transform you... until you are healed. That is, until your
vibrational frequencies are re-established in their most perfect manner... in
order to support the flowing forth of your entire fulfillment.
Now you might think this to be foolish. It is not. You might think it to
be inconsequential. It is far from that. Hear these words.
You can also use this method, this technique, for healing... just about
anything. The ingredients are three whole beings. That is, three beings who
are able to reside within the consciousness of their own perfect health and the
celebration of that health... and one being who is in need of healing.
Another example for effect use of this method might be when there is a
being who is emotional distorted. The three then would be able to reside in
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that meditative state while holding the celebration of Divine Love within their
being. Totality of being causes that which is in its presence to change, to
transform. Why?
Here is the answer to the question, "How does all of this work?" It's
this. Truth transforms illusion and distortion. When Truth is present in the
majority -- of three and one -- then the illusion and distortion must... yes,
must... dissolve. That is, the vibrational frequency of Truth causes the
distortion or illusion to be no more. And the being who is requiring healing -in any form -- is then transformed; the vibrational frequencies within their
being cannot continue to maintain the distortion. It must, then, present
wholeness of being, or what is called fulfillment in all manners.
Now your job, so to speak, is to call to yourself those three beings...
expanded consciousness beings who are residing in financial abundance and
able to celebrate its natural flowing from the All and into physicality. Once
you are in contact with the three most willing and perhaps excited-toparticipate beings, then go forth as I have described. Perhaps you will meet
together a few times.
That what? Will a huge bag of money appear before you? Not likely, my
dears. The next part is your own action. What is the action?
Firstly, each and every day, return to your meditative state and cause
yourself to reside within gratitude for your abundance. Remember, you are
not doing this in order to make money manifest. You are doing this to be
grateful and to celebrate the truth of what is.
Secondly, practice doing what you love to do. Oh yes, you have heard
that one before; but you have not taken the action. Your mind can't quite
figure out how doing what you love to do -- large and small activities and
pleasures -- can bring you money; and so, your mind also then convinces you
to give up on that and... what? Work harder at what you do not love. Ah.
That's called the mind's olde ways being a successful saboteur.
This is an important step, my dears. You are actually creating a new
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pathway upon which you can journey, upon which your abundance will be
made manifest, and upon which you can be healed... in physicality. That is,
your seeming lack, your illusionary lack, the distortion of lack will be
dissolved... the more that you participate in this manner. If you do not, my
dears, the olde frequencies will begin to be called forth. Why?
The old patterns of living, of struggling, of surviving within the illusion
of lack, will take over... because of the majority. The majority of what? The
majority of your conscious choosing... to let go, to refuse to change, and to
sigh deeply and conclude that this just doesn't work for you. And if you reach
this point -- and recognize it... -- yes, that's the trick, isn't it, to recognize
when you have given up and surrendered to the illusion -- if or when you
reach this point, request your three friends to meet with you again, so that
your frequencies can be re-established.
Your three adept-at-expanded-consciousness friends will become -- if
they choose -- abundance practitioners, wholeness of being practitioners.
Now you might think there is more, but the truth is, my dears, you have
it all now. You have all that I intended to chat with you about.
Remember! Don't allow your mind to convince you that this won't work.
Don't let your mind tell you that you'll never be able to find those three
friends. Remember! Your mind is making conclusions based upon its current
vibrational frequency and experience. And you are asking of yourself to make
a change, a big change, a huge change. You are asking of yourself to return to
your most pristine nature... and to reside therein.
Incidentally, you might also call this your entry into the next
dimension, where all is exactly as we have been chatting about. Huh. Isn't
that... well, you'll find out, won't you.
Just go ahead now and begin reflecting upon those possible three
friends. and when your mind won't give them to you, then you know that it's
time to meditate, to bring your consciousness to an expanded manner... and
lo and behold, the identity of those three appears! Yes.
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I will reside with you, my dears, to assist you when you ask.

Until we speak again, I am your friend, Merlin!

Next, practice doing what you love
to do. You are actually creating a
new pathway upon which you can
journey, upon which your
abundance will be made manifest,
and upon which you can be healed...
in physicality. That is, your
seeming lack, your illusionary lack,
the distortion of lack will be
dissolved…
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